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Proposition 3. {p} and {p} determine the same K-Martin’s
point relative to ) for every 1.

Domain 2 and 9. Put * -o-- (s+ s:,+s+ +R--A)
(--). Let F be a simply connected domain containing R. such
that I" intersects such that

F’a--0.75Reza+0.75, 6 6 imz--
2 2+-- 2 2n+a

where a--1.5 or 4.5 according as n is odd or even.
Let T be a system of vertical segments in R such that

k

T--t,
6 66 6 Imz +t" Rez k’ 2 2+ - 2

Fig. 5
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where a-1 or 4 according as n is odd or even and i-0, 1, 2,...k.
Let G(z, Zo, )*) be the Green’s function of *. Put N--min G(z,

z0, *) on 30+3F; as zo varies in o. Then
and G"(z, Zo, ) be Green’s functions of --T and --R respectively.
Since Gr"(z, Zo, )G"(z, Zo, ) uniformly on 6+3E independent of
Zo as k(n), there exists a number k(n) such that

G"(z, Zo, )-G"(z, Zo, OG(z,Zo,*) on +Ffor any Zoo. (12)

We suppose T. is defined as above.

Put 9---o--(s+s+s++R--)+(R--T) and

=lim9. Then --9 is compact in . Hence by proposition 3

and by emma 1 we have
Proposition 4. {p} and [p} determine the same K-Martin’s

point relative to for every 1.

Now 9--9-- (R--T). We shall show that {p} and {p} de-
+

termine the same K-Martin’s point relative to
We denote by G(z, zo, B) the Green’s function of B--A. By

T39, Gr"(z, Zo, 9)-Gr(z, Zo, 9)-G(z, Zo, 9). We have by D*9
and by (12) and by lemma 4 (putting T--FR=F,, O--E

E - 9) Gr’(z, Zo, 9) G’.(z, Zo, ) Gr(z, Zo, ) G’.(z, Zo, )

<G(z, Zo, D*) < 1 G(z, Zo, ) on 3+3F for any zoeo. Now

Gr(z, Zo, 9)-G’,(z, Zo, 9)-O-G(z, Zo,

-G’,(z, zo, 9)G(z, Zo, 9) on 3A+3F:. Hence by the maximum

principle Gr,(z, Zo, )-G’(z, Zo, 9) g G(z, Zo, ) in 9--Ag--F. Thus

aTM (z, Zo, 9)-GTM (z, Zo, 9) (ar(z, Zo, Zo, 9))
+1

1 G(z, Zo, 9) in 9----E F.

Now 9--R,-9 and G+ (z, Zo, 9)--G(z, Zo, 9), whence
l+l

F--AoG(z, Zo, 9)--G(z, Zo,
/+1

for any Zoe o.
F.--A and 9t9. Hence by Proposi-0n the other hand, p

tion 4 and by Lemma 5 {p} and {p} determine the same K-Martin’s
point relative to .

We shall show that there exist subsequences {p,} and {p$} of
[p} and [p} which determine different N-Martin’s points relative to
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D. Put 2’=2--/o. Let N(z, p) be an N-Green’s function of/2’ such
that N(z, p)-O on 31o, N(z, p) has a positive logarithmic singularity,
at p and has minimal Dirichlet integral. Let U(z) be a Dirichlet
bounded harmonic function in 9’ such that U(z) has minimal Di-
richlet integral and U(z)---1 on 3 and U(z)=l on 0. Then

U(p)- fV(z)N(z, p)ds. (13)
2o

3 1 ! 6+ and let C be a circle

with the same centre as C with radius=a log (6/2*)

U’(z) be a eontinuous function in D sueh ha U()---1 in Nz’
’, Re <8--C, U()-I in N[" ’, Re >8--G and U’()

is harmonie in (C-) and U’()-O in C. hen D(U’())

() 1 Hence by the Diriehle rineiple

D(U())ND(U’())<. Consider the behaviour of U() on the domain:

Fig. 6
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4<Re z< 5, 4>Im z>-- -- y,. Then by Lemma 2, D(U(z))

>=f]U(x/iy,)-U(x+4i)lds. Put L=Ez’5<Rez<6, Imz=y

and L=Ez:l<Rez<2, Imz=y. Assume the measure of

[ 1 is larger than 1 Then 1 >D(U(z))()X1E zeL" U(z) " 3=
__.1 This is a contradiction. Hence there exists a set L in L

16
1 in whieh U()>

2
of osiive measure > Choose a oint p in

and also ehoose a subsequenee p, from {} such that {p,} deter-

mine an N-arin’s oint of D’. hen lim U(,)> 1 Similarly we

can ehoose , in L sueh tha lira U()N _1 and a subsequenee

{,} determining an N-arin’s oint. Assume {} and {p,} deter-
mine the same oin. hen by (18) lira U(p.,)=lim U(,). his is

contradiction. Hence {} and {,} determine different N-artin’s

oints relative to D. Bug {5} is a subsequenee of {,}, whenee
and {} deermine he same K-arin’s oin relative to D.
KM.TNM.T.

We shall show NM.TKM.T.Y. oki constructed a Niemann
surfaee R wih following roperties" 1). R is a covering surface
over z<l. 2) R is obtained by connecting infinitely many leaves
whieh are identical o the unit circle. 8) RO and RO.
We see easily hat every boundary oin of R is regular for the
Green’s function. Hence by heorem 16 every boundary oint of
R with reseet o N-artin’s topology is singular of second kind
(if the harmonic measure of a oin is osiive, we call a sin-
gular oint of second kind). Hence also by the same theorem there
exists only one N-artin’s boundary oint. 0n the other hand,
0 R implies that R has no singular K-artin’s boundary point
(if the harmonie measure of a oint is ositive, we call it singular)
and R has infinitely many K-artin’s boundary oints. his example
shows NM.TKM.T. Bu it is more interesting to show
KM.T by an example of a Niemann surface of laner character.

Lemma 7. Let R be Riem faee ad let G be it eb-
domain. Let {v} be deerei eqeee of o eh

1) Y. TSki: On the examples in the classification of open Riemann surfaces, Osaka
Math. J., ; (1953).

2) Z. Kuramochi: Singular points of Riemann surfaces, Journ. Hokkaido Univ.,
(1962).
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such that U(z)(V(z)) is the least positive harmonic .function in R
-v(G-v.) larger than U(z)(V(z)) on Vn. Let 3U(z)(V(z)) be the
positive least harmonic function in G--vn(R--vn) larger than
U(z)(V(z)) on v. Then ’U(z)(V(z)). We denote this limit by
U(z) (from R to G relative to v) (V(z) (from G to R relative
to vn)). Then

if Y(z)<oo, V(z)-n(V(z)).) (14)
Let G and G. be domains such that GG-O and V(z) be a har-
monic function in G with V(z)=0 on 3G. Then eV(z)(< o) and
V(z)(< oo) are linearly independent.)

Lemma 8. Let R and G be those of Lemma 7. Let Po be a

.fixed point in G and let {p} be a sequence such that K(z,p,, G)
(= ( (, , R)G(z, , G) and K(z, p., R)\(-m/-=

’’’-’’’-’ )/
converge to K(z, {p} G)

\ G(po, p, G)/
and K(z, [p],R). Let [vn] be a decreasing domains such that v
p,,p,+ and v=-O. If there exists a constant M such that
G(p, Po, R) < MG(p, Po, G) for n no, then xK(Z, [p), G) < . Sup-
pose K(z, [p], G) and K(z, [p), G) are linearly independent. Then
by (14) we see at once xK(Z, [p], G) and K(z, [p], G) are linearly
independent.

G(z, pn, R) > G(z, p, G) K(z, p, G) SinceNow K(z, p,, R)
G(po, p, R)- MG(po, pn, G) M

K(z, p, R) is positive in R and K(z, Pn, R) K(z, Pn, G) for n no,
M

oo > K(z, [pn},R) > xK(z’ {Pn}, G). Hence oo > K(z, {p}, R) > xK(Z, {p}, G).
M M

3) Z. Kuramochi" Relations between harmonic dimensions, Proc. Japan Acad.,
(1954).


